Elite Guitar Coaching – Information Guide
Welcome and thank you for your interest in Elite Guitar Coaching. This document
includes important information that will hopefully answer any questions you might have about
this innovative guitar coaching system and its unique methodology.
If after reading this document you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to email
me at ioannis@ioannis.org, and I will do my best to answer them.

About Elite Guitar Coaching:
I am Ioannis Anastassakis, general director of Elite Guitar Coaching, a Music education
company that specializes in state-of-the-art Guitar
Coaching and Learning.
We specialize in creating custom guitar coaching
programs, developed for EACH individual student,
based on his current skill level, personal needs and
goals. Our official website can be found at
www.EliteGuitarCoaching.com .
If you are serious about improving your guitar skills in
the most efficient manner, then you should definitely
consider personalized guitar coaching!

Why you NEED Guitar Coaching?
Here's the actual challenge you are facing as a self-taught guitar player… the REAL
reasons you are not progressing in your guitar playing any more...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLp6DuCL3hY

Teaching yourself to play electric guitar to a high level is borderline impossible for the
vast majority of people. It is extremely difficult to learn by yourself to play at the level of the
amazing professional players. VERY few people have managed to do it by themselves - and for
each one that did manage, several hundreds, if not thousands others have failed…
A great guitar coach will understand and respect your musical vision, and will guide you
to build a strong musical foundation that will enable you to make continuous progress. He will
also make practicing efficient and productive, as well as help you make the best choices in
everything related to your musical development.

If there is a gap between where you are now and where you want to be in your music,
then there is room for coaching. Get what you want out of music by using the structure,
experience, support, and tools of a skilled guitar coach.

Have you had Electric Guitar Lessons in the past?
Guitar Lessons and Guitar Coaching are really not the same thing. Guitar lessons are
GREAT for total beginners - for someone who is JUST picking up the instrument for the first
time. Here’s a quick video that accurately clarifies the main differences between Electric
guitar Lessons and Electric guitar Coaching:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-H2U6hjI4DE

Getting high quality guitar coaching by a professional guitar coach is the single most
important thing you can do to ensure you will progress continuously in your guitar skills.
Nothing else even comes close. Without it, you will almost certainly fall into a rut, playing the
same old licks for years and years, with no discernible progress. Most notably, the problem will
not manifest slowly over time - in most cases, you just stop making progress and no matter
what you do, you do not get any better... I've personally witnessed this hundreds of times!
To really develop your playing, you need to have continuous access to 3 different things:
1. Good Quality Training Materials
2. Consistent Feedback mechanism on your practicing mechanics
3. Coaching supervision, to help identify & correct your "blind spots" - not just the “weak
points” of your playing that you know about
Once you get these 3 elements handled, your results will skyrocket!

Why Work with Elite Guitar Coaching?
Elite Guitar Coaching is all about:
● Helping YOU reaching YOUR own musical goals
● Helping you express yourself through your music and guitar playing
● Showing you exactly how build a solid musical career for yourself (if that is your goal).
Finally, the Elite Guitar Coaching Program is globally available, no matter in which country
you are currently located - we currently have coaching students from all over the world, from
Ireland to Thailand, Africa and Australia!

Typical results of Elite Guitar Coaching students
During the last 25 years, I have helped literally thousands of guitarists develop their guitar
playing and reach their music goals.
Here are some of my current and past students and what they say about the Elite Guitar
Coaching system:
http://eliteguitarcoaching.com/testimonials/

So, how EXACTLY does the Elite Guitar Coaching system work?
The Elite Guitar Coaching system is a brand-new guitar coaching program I have
personally developed after coaching guitar players professionally for over 25 years.
The aim of the system is to be able to offer ALL the advantages of the private guitar
lessons, while at the same time increasing retention of information, making the learning process
more affordable and also more convenient.
The Elite Guitar Coaching are TAILOR-MADE to each student’s specific needs,
strengths and weaknesses - EXACTLY as we would be doing if you were sitting across me in
my Private Coaching Studio.

Video 4 - The Elite Guitar Coaching System
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=If_vIP8kTgc

Throughout the coaching procedure, there is continuous feedback from me to you.

You send me an audio or video recording of a playing example and I will reply with an
audio or video of my own, with my comments on what you did well and what you need to
improve and correct. This consistent feedback mechanism is the MOST important thing in
developing your skills - in effect, it quadruples the rate of improvement in the vast majority of
students!

Here’s what you get as a member of Elite Guitar Coaching Premium:
●
●
●
●

Customized Guitar study plans – tailored to YOUR current level
Personalized Video Coaching, customized to your strengths and weaknesses
Personalized guitar Practice schedule, customized to your own available
Personalized Video/Audio Feedback on your practicing & any live performances (I
personally r eview all videos you send me and provide you with timely feedback on your progress
by sending you custom videos/audios pointing out and correcting ANY flaws in your playing
technique and your guitar playing in general)

● (BONUS) - Access to a Private Facebook group EXCLUSIVE to Elite Guitar Coaching
Students
● (BONUS) - Access to YouTube videos, available EXCLUSIVELY to Elite Guitar
Coaching Students
● (BONUS) - Discounts and special offers from several top music equipment
manufacturers (EMG, Schecter, Line6 and more...)
● (BONUS) - Music Career Mentoring (for those wishing to turn pro)
● (BONUS) - Opportunity to take part in the "Elite Guitar Coaching" audio CD series – a
new volume is released every 18-24 months and is distributed worldwide by Wild Rose
Angel Productions

Do you have any more questions? Check out the following video, where i answer all
FAQ about Elite Guitar Coaching:

The Elite Guitar Coaching FAQ:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMN0SaGlJ0E

Other things to note
Finally, some important things to keep in mind:
● You do NOT need to be an advanced guitar player to work with Elite Guitar Coaching - it
is MY job to help you reach this level!
● This is NOT only for people who wish to become professionals - this is a TOTALLY
customized coaching program to help you reach YOUR OWN music goals! If that
includes becoming a part-time or full-time professional musician, we will definitely work
together towards that direction. But if you want to be”just” a really good guitar player ● You DO need to be motivated to develop your playing and able to follow specific
instructions!
● You STILL need to put in the time and work towards your goal - but you can be sure your
time is not wasted and is always put to great use
Once again, thank you for your interest in Elite Guitar Coaching Community! If you
have any other further questions, please don’t hesitate to email me at ioannis@ioannis.org
and I will do my best to answer them.
Until then - Keep Shredding!
Friendly,

Ioannis Anastassakis
General Director of Elite Guitar Coaching

